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Abstract

Many methods have been used to optimize transformer design and minimize costs. A program

was developed that successfully applies genetic algorithms to this problem. Transformer design

parameters of volts per turn, core diameter, and winding current densities were considered genes

and a population was formed from random genes within certain design constraints. Offspring are

then produced by selecting parents and combining their genes. The initial population and

offspring are evaluated against a fitness criterion to determine whether the results are retained or

discarded. The best solution is returned once a predetermined number of generations occur or

convergence is reached. Predicted evaluations are sped up by ignoring gradients and short circuit

forces. This causes the algorithm to underestimates actual design costs by an average of 5.77Vo,

but estimates are sometimes off by as much as 18Vo under particularly high gradients or short

circuit forces. Accounting for copper dimensions would produce better approximations.
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I\omenclature
Symbol Description Units

VoI* percentage ofphase current in winding/coil 7o

VoIX Percent impedance of transformer Vo

Voka¿, n percentage ofDC loss considered as eddy losses Vo

%oN* percentage of voltage across winding/coil 7o

t Random number between I and 0

a,b,c&d empirically derived factors to determine core losses

4or" cross-sectional area ofcore that is steel m2

Agrrruy effective area of gap used to calculate impedance m2

AT amp-turns of winding Amp.turns

Awsr¡ay effective area of windings used to calculate impedance -2

B
constant factor used to draw solution closer to a certain population

member

B"or" magnetic flux density in core Tesla

Brr.oy maximum magnetic flux density in coils Tesla

CBL distance between wound legs of core meters

CD core diameter meters

C, factor for connection type of winding/coil, 6 ¡or V/ye and I for Delta
connections

dBe.or" sound level produce by core during operation decibelsa

ÂPøoy eddy loss of winding/coil Vy'atts

vlll



^Pß
tank stray loss of transformers Watts

ÂPo DC loss of winding/coil Watts

e,f&g empirically derived factors to determine core sound level

EL electrical length of windings/coils meters

EP evaluation price of the transformer dollars

f operational frequency of voltage/current/power Hertz

@"or" flux in the core Weber

Õrooy stray or leakage flux in coils during operation at base rated power MVA Weber

9aP* radial insulation underneath winding/coil meters

genBestn gene of the current best solution that being changed by mating process

8êfli.n gene storage array (volts per turn, core diameter and current densities)

genNewln new gene formed by a parent and the cuffent best solution

genNew2n new gene formed by two random population members

genNewn new gene formed for offspring using genNewl and genNew2

genOldn gene of the population member that will change if offspring is better

I population members subscript

Idir* current direction in coil, 1 or -1

lD* inner diameter of winding/coil meters

I* phase current in the winding/coil A

J* current density of winding/coil Nm?

KI inner most winding subscript that carries current

lx



K2 outer most winding subscript that carries current

Kll load loss evaluation given by the customer $/!Vatt

K¡¡¡- no load loss evaluation given by customer $/!Vatt

Knc
Rogowski factor taking into account fringing affect for impedance

calculation Vo

L"u * length ofcopper conductor used in winding/coil meters

LL load losses produced by the transformer Watts

Mainltem largest steel width used to make up core steel area meters

markup profït/risk margin plus 1

Maxlimitn maximum limit of gene allowed

MC total material cost oftransformer including core, copper and to a lesser
extend the oil cost dollars

MD* mean diameter of winding/coil meters

MinLimit" minimum limit of gene allowed

ML"or. mean mmf path length of core meters

mVariance percentage gene will change by if mutation occurs o/-

n gene subscript

NA* cross-sectional area of conductor in winding/coil m2

NL no load losses (core losses) produced by the transformer Watts

N* turns on winding/coil

oD* outer diameter of winding/coil meters

Outerlegclr clearance to the return legs from the cores wound legs meters

PFE watts per kilogram ofcore based on flux density and tested results V//kg



PUAT* the per unit amp turns up to that winding Per unit

RB- radial build of winding/coil meters

Rg* mean radius of radial insulation underneath winding meters

R[* radial insulation from winding/coil to previous winding or core meters

R* resistance in winding/coil ohms

Rw* mean radius of winding/coil meters

Sf,or" percentage of core diameter that is filled with steel Vo

Sf* the conductor space factor Vo

Trir" average winding temperature rise Celsius

VÆ volts per turn volts / turn

VAr rated power or apparent power of the transformer VA

Vt-t* voltage across the winding volts

V/ subscript for the winding/coil number from the inner most coil to the outer
most coil

w/VAR empirical factor based on reactive power of transformer, used to calculate
tank stay losses Watts/var

Vy'"or" weight of core kilograms

W"u * weight of copper used in winding/coil kilograms

Window distance between bottom yoke to top yoke ofcore meters

WL number of wound legs on core

XT



Symbol Description Values

TE constant pi 3.14159265

tto permeability of free space 4nxl0'7 Wm

D"or" density of core steel 7650kglm3

D.u Density of copper 8920kg/m3

P"u resistivity ofcopper at 75 degrees Celsius 2.04996 x l0'8 Q.m

xtl



Chapter 7: Introduction

L.1 Introduction to Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were first introduced to North America in 1975 by John

Holland and essentially genetic algorithms mimic nature's evolutionary process. In nature,

organisms that adapt to their environment survive and transmit their traits to their offspring,

resulting in successive generations becoming increasingly suited to a particular environment.

However, changing environments or migrations alter the traits that constitute the fittest organism,

which causes continuous adaptation. This concept of GAs can be applied to transformers.

Material price fluctuations alter the transformer "environment" and the most economical

transformer design varies in its material composition.

1.2 lVhy Use Genetic AlgorÍthms?

Standard calculus-based algorithms can solve many engineering problems but are limited

in their scope. Calculus based algorithms may get stuck at local minima or maxima when there

are too many unknown variables and may not converge to the best solution.

Genetic algorithms provide a unique way of finding an optimal solution by sampling the

solution space, generating multiple solutions, and choosing the best one. The final solution is

therefore less dependent on the choice of starting point in the variable space.

L.3 Genetic Algorithm Terminology

Most Genetic Algorithm terminology derives from biological terms.

Genes - Any variable in an optimization problem is considered a gene. This can be a binary

value, which more closely resembles nature's genetic structure, or it can be real valued.



Chromosome - A chromosome consists of all genes in the given optimization problem. Binary

genes are concatenated together. For example, the chromosome of a two variable problem

consisting of x = 1010 and y = 1111 would be 10101111. Real valued genes would be placed in

an affay. For example x= 12.3 and y = 34.5666 would be IZ.3 34.5666.

Population - The population is the number of solutions generated by the GA.

Parents / Individuals - Parents are the solutions that have survived the selection

make up the current population.

process and

Mating / Breeding - Mating is the process whereby two or more parents produce children.

Offspring / Children - Offspring are the result of combining two or more parents. They are not

necessarily added to the next generation of solutions.

Generation - A generation is a label used to identify the number of times breeding has occurred

before arriving at the current population number. The iteration of every population member and

all their genes is considered one generation.

Elitism - Elitism is the practice of protecting the "best" individuals in the population. One of the

many ways this can be done it by only replacing inferior solutions with the newer, fitter ones

Crossovers - During mating, chromosomes or genes are combined from the parents to produce

the offspring. A crossover point after the third digit in a binary system from two population

members with values of 10101 1 and 100010 would produce two offspring of 101010 and 10001 1.



Mutations - To increase the solution space that is considered by the GA, random mutations are

designed to sometimes occur. For example if a gene value is 20 and a mutation of +l\Vo that gene

would change to 22.

Fitness Test / Costing Function - The fitness test or its inverse, the costing function, evaluates

how "good" the given solution is. From a financial perspective, the lowest cost solution is the

"best". Design parameters such as the core diameter can also be used as costing function criteria.

L.4 How Genetic Algorithms Work

Many genetic algorithm implementations exist, but they all follow a similar procedure.

First, a population of solutions are formed and each solution is evaluated by a fitness test. Next,

population members mate with each other to form offspring. The offspring are then evaluated and

replace current population members if they are more fit. This continues until either a certain

convergence or a predetermined number of generations are reached.



Chapter 2: Design Equøtions

A transformer's electrical design depends primarily on the material costs of its core and

coils. The laminated steel which makes up the core forms a flux path when the core is energized.

It is the biggest and most expensive part of the transformer. The coils form the second largest

part of the transformer cost and weight, though the cost of the coils is greater per kilogram due to

the labour involved in its construction. A good GA must accurately determine the cost of the core

and coils.

The customer's criteria usually include a loss evaluation. Transformers exhibit a power

loss in the coils and core. Coil losses are comprised of the resistive losses and eddy losses

induced in the coils due to the alternating magnetic field produced by currents in the coils. Core

losses are due to a combination of hysteresis and eddy losses induced by the magnetic field in the

core from the applied voltage to the transformers terminals.

The following sections list the equations used to determine a transformer's design

characteristic given various core and coil parameters. Although all formulae in this document use

common SI (International System of Units) convention, the program uses a mixture of imperial

and metric such as inches and meters since most suppliers in North America use imperial units.

2.1 Standard Transformer Evaluation

The transformer manufacturer quotes a price to the purchaser based primarily on material

and labour costs and a profit/risk margin. However, the customer's concern is not limited to the

purchase price, but also extends to power losses in the transformer, which reduce the amount of

power that a purchaser can sell to its customers. The purchaser usually compensates for this by

specifying a loss evaluation for the transformer's load and no load losses in $ÆV. This

corresponds to the net present worth of the losses that will be dissipated over the transformer's

life. The loss evaluation is calculated based on load flow and the purchasers financial



assumptions. While evaluations vary among customers, the standard transformer evaluation price

is given by

EP = MC . markup * K rr. LL + K *r. NL t$l (2-r)
where

= the total material cost of transformer including core, copper and to a
lesser extent the oil cost

= (1+ profit or risk margin)
i.e. 40Vo profilrisk gives markup = 1 + 0.4 = 1.4

= the load loss evaluation given by the customer in $AM
= the no load loss evaluation given by customer in $/TV
= the load losses produced by the transformer

= the no load losses produced by the transformer

MC

markup

Kll
KNr-

LL
NL

This program deals with the electrical part of the transformer design, with the only other cost

calculated being the oil. Costs such as labour hours, cooling equipment, leads, clamping structure

and miscellaneous items are difficult to calculate and would increase calculation time. Though

not taken into account, costs increase for labour and other miscellaneous items as a transformer

gets larger.

2.2 Winding / Coil calculations

A transformer's windings, which a¡e also called coils, are designed to meet various

electrical and mechanical specifications. Some of these specifications are temperature rises,

mechanical stress withstand, voltage impulse withstand, resistive and eddy loss calculations.

Figure 2-1 shows the cross-section and top view of a typical coil. The design parameters are the

coil height or electrical length, the inner/mean/outer diameters and the radial build.



RB

<MD> Top view of a Coil

Cross-sectional view
of a Coil

ID = Inner Diameter of Coil
MD = Mean Diameter of Coil
OD = Outer Diameter of Coil
RB = Radial Build of Coil
EL = Electrical Length of Coil

Figure 2-1: Coil Diagram

For a given transformer design it will contain w windings, with w = 2 for the simplest

transformer. This would correspond to a transformer with only a high voltage and a low voltage

windings. Adding a tapping winding to allow for voltage variations would require an additional

winding, so w increases by 1. Many different configurations exist for which w > 3. For example

an autotransformer with a corìmon (CV), series (SV), tertiary (TV) and load tap changing (LTC)

windings would have w = 4.

The phase current is fixed and is based on the rated power (VA) of the transformer, line

to line voltage and the connection type. The phase current in each winding is given by

ç

EL

r*=ffi.uor,

<ID>

where

tAl (2-2)



w = the winding number from the core outwa¡ds
VAr = the rated power of the transformer tVAl
C* = 1 for Delta connected windings and 

^Æ 
for'Wye connected windings

Vr-r * = the voltage across the winding [V]
7oI * = the percentage of current in the winding usually l00Va bu¡t may vary for

tapping windings with series transformers and auto transformers
WL = the number of wound legs on core (to be discussed later)

The next variable is the number of turns per winding. Increasing the number of turns at a

constant current density creates higher resistive loss in the windings. The number of turns varies

inversely to the volts per turn and is calculated by

À, Y:+.voN. (z-3)',* -î/T.c* /v*w

where
VÆ = Volts per Turn
7oN* = the percentage of voltage across winding. Usually 100Vo but may vary

for tapping windings and auto transformers

The volts per turn is simply the voltage across the winding divided by the number of turns in the

winding. This is constant for all windings and is one of the main determinants of a transformer's

size and configuration and as such used for one of the transformers genes.

The conductor used for a winding has a cross-sectional area given by

NA'=l*
J, Itnl Q-4)

where
J* = Current density of the winding [A/m2]

The current density is considered a gene because its each winding has its own current density and

increasing the number of windings also therefore increases the number of genes for each

population member.

The Radial Build of each winding is calculated by

R8,., = 
N''NA'u

" EL.sf*

where

lml (2-s )



= the Electrical height of the coil [m]
= conductor space factor, the fraction of conductor present in the cross
section of the coil usually around 0.3 to 0.6

The winding cross sectional area would ideally consist solely of conducting material,

which this program assumes is always copper (although some manufacturers use aluminum).

Unfortunately, losses generated in the winding must be sufficiently dissipated to ensure that its

average gradient plus the mean oil rise is below a defined temperature rise, which is usually 65

oC aboue ambient. To provide this cooling, oil ducts are placed throughout the coil. This,

combined with the paper covering on the wires, limits the amount of space that the conductor can

occupy. The space factor can be obtained from previous designs. Alternately, the copper width

and thickness can be calculated after running the program. To aid the designer, a simplified

calculation was put into the Excel interface that enables the user to find a realistic space factor

that an actual design would require. This calculated space factor can then be used to re-iterate the

design. This iteration process can continue until the design converges to a space factor for each

winding.

To calculate the length and weight of copper used in the design the coils' inner, mean and

outer diameters are needed.

Forw=1

_ CD +2, RIl (2-6)

= the core diameter [m]
= radial insulation from coil to previous winding or core [m]

Forw>1

IDru = ODrr_t + 2. RI t (2-7 )
For all w

EL
sf*

lmlID,

where
CD
RI*

lml

lml

Im]

MD*-lD,+RBn"

ODr, =MDr, + RBre

(2-8)

(2-e )



The total length of copper can be determined by

Lru.=Nr.MD*.tt tml (2-10)

where
MD* = the mean diameter of the winding, W [m]

The weight of a coil is then calculated by

Wru *= NAw.Lcr.*'Dcu tkg] '2-ll)
where

Dcu = the density of copper [8920 kg/m3]

The coil resistance at T,i," is given by

^ 234.5 -tT.,". L"u, ' P",
R,, = --::-: -- ' - rQ] t2-12 ¡"Ìe 

234.5 +75 NA* Lù

where
T¡r" = the average winding temperature, usually 85 oC

pcu = resistivity of copper at75oCP.04gg6x t0-8O.ml.

The DC losses are

APe ,,: I?"' R,
With the winding eddy losses as

IWatts] (2-13)

LPeddy ,u= APo ,rxVokr¿¿, n, lWatts] (2-1.4)

where
Voþ*¿¿y n = the percentage of DC losses that is equivalent to the stray

losses, (usually 5 to ß qo)

Eddy losses in the winding can be calculated using magnetic field programs but a factor on the

DC losses was used instead in order to minimize calculation time. Designers typically aim for a

loss factor below 70Va.

Additional stray losses are also induced in the transformer's metallic components, such as

the clamps structure, tank walls and lead work. The remaining the extra stray losses are generally

lumped together

ÂP,, =VA7'VoIX'W IVAR [Watts]

where
Voß. = the percent impedance of the transformer
WVAR = empirical facror (usually 0.0025 Watts/VAR)

( 2-1s )



Summing equations ( 2-13 ) and ( 2-I4 ) provides the load losses for a single leg. Depending on

the core type, there can be between one and three identical windings. Therefore the total load

losses are given by

LL= LP,, +wt 2(tf"ddr.* + LPan) lWattsl (2-16)

2.3 Core Description and Calculations

2,3.1 Core Cross-Sectional Area

Transformer cores are the primary component of the transformer construction costs.

They consist of thin steel laminations that are normally between 0.27 and 0.23 mm thick. These

laminations reduce losses by reducing eddy currents induced by the changing magnetic field

inside the core and because eddy loss is proportional to the square of the sheet thickness, ideally

they would be as small as possible. However minimizing the lamination thickness increases the

sheets' production costs due to greater labour and time requirements.

Since laminations are used in the core, it is not cost effective to fill in the entire core area.

This would require sheets of many different widths with each having to be cut to a certain length.

A laminated core instead consists of roughly 20 to 30 different widths grouped in steps as shown

in Figtre 2-2. The core steel is produced into rolls of certain widths and loaded onto an

automated machine that cuts the steel to the correct lengths and stacks them together. Each core

diameter is given a standard cutting pattern which determines the space factor of the core. The

space factor is given by

^r A"o*
rJ core - CD,

-.n
4

(2-r7 )

t0



'. Ideal core diameter

Figure 2-22 Example of Transformer Core Cross Section with Steel Laminations

The core space factors are placed in an Excel lookup table and referenced by the program each

time the core diameter changes. The actual core area is found by

4o,, =
CD2

4 
.7T . sÍ"o,, [-t] ( 2-18 )

2.3.2 Core Flux Density, Weight and Sound Level Calculations

The flux density of an energized transformer is given by

B ror"
Jl.v tr

2.n.f.A,o,,
( 2-t9 )

where

= frequency of the system the transformer is connected to [Hz]

The magnetic steel used in transformers can operate between of 0 and 2 Tesla. The core is

generally operated up to 1.75 Tesla, with some safety for over-voltages the transformer may

occur from the network. At approximately 1.95 Tesla, the core steel begins saturating and heavy

harmonic distortions occur in the output voltages.

trl

11



Figure 2-4 shows the different core types that a¡e used depending on the requirements.

The yokes are always defined as the top and bottom horizontal sections regardless of the type of

core used. The wound legs are vertical sections with coils placed around them and the return legs

have no coils, as shown in Figure 2-3 for a 3 phase - five legged core transformer.

Top Yoke

Ð

Bottom Yoke

Figure 2-3: Core Terminology

Outer læg
Clea¡ance

L2



mm

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Type L Core: Single Phase Unit Type 2 Core: Single Phase Unit

Type 4 Core: Single Phase UnitType 3 Core: Three Phase Unit

, Type 5 Core: Three Phase Unit
:,

. ----- Mean Length of Core

,

Figure 2-4: Transformer Core Types and Mean Lengths

t3
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The mean length of the core can be calculated for each of the core types with the following

equations

Equations (2-20 ) used to find mean length of core

Type 1: MLro,, = 12' Mainltemt 4.Window+ 4. OuterLegctr)tZ [m] (2-20a)

Type 2: MLror, = 2.(Main ltem + CBL +Window) [m] (2-20b)

Type 3: MLro," = 2' Mainltem + 4' CBL +3'Window lml (2-20c)

Type 4: MLro," = (2. Main Item + 2 . CBL + 6 . Window + + . Outr rLt g cffi lml (2-20d)

Type 5: ML"o,, = l.l' Main ltem + 2.4' CBL + 3.9 . Window + I.8 . OuterLe gclr lml (2-20e)

where
Main ltem = maximum steel width used in the core [m]
CBL = distance between wound legs [m]
Window = maximum coil height plus the clearance to the core yokes [m]
Outerlegclr = clearance to the return legs from the OD of outer most coil

Im]

Each core type has 1 to 3 wound legs. The following table lists how many wound legs is on each

core type.

Core Type Number of Wound Legs (WL)
1

2 2

-1 J

4 2

5 J

Table 2-1: Number of Wound Legs for Given Core Type

The total core weight can be calculated from

W"or, = MLror" - Aror, . D"or" tkg] (2-21)

where
D.o," - Density of steel [Z6SO kg/m3]

The core produces a loss that can be determined from previously tested transformer designs and

can be calculated with the empirically derived formula

t4



n Bror" 'a
!1=--:--rl

b-c'Bror" [Watts/kg] (2'22)

where
a, b, c &. d are empirically determined from tested data.

A typical power loss curve is shown in Figure 2-5. .

3.5

2.5

cD2l¿
al,

G3 r.s

0.5

0.5 1 1.5

Flux Density, B []
2.5

Figure 2-5: Wattsikg Curve for M4 steel

The total core loss is then given by

NL: PpB.Wro,, [Watts] (Z-zj)
During energization, the core also produces noise from vibrations caused by the

hysteresis losses. A maximum sound level is permitted depending on regulation standards or the

customer's specification. Without other noise from any given cooling system, this sound comes

only from the core. This is calculated by

dBA"o,, -G.B!",, * g).roc(w,o*) t¿nel
where

15

(2-24)



e, f & g are empirically determined from tested data.. Transformer manufacturers

normally consider these values to be proprietary data.

2.4 Impedance Calculation

The transformer's impedance is the percentage value of the voltage drop that is seen on

the output voltage of a transformer at a given VA. This drop is caused by the transformers

resistive and inductive components. To increase calculation speed, a simple hand calculation is

used to determine the impedance of the transformer. While this calculation is less accurate than a

finite-element method or other commonly used techniques, it still provides a transformer design

that is only a few centimetres off in height from the real solution.

The impedance of a large power transformer is given by

Õ
TolX = 

' straY

Õ- core

where
Õsray = the stray or leakage flux in the coils
@"or" = the flux in the core

(2-2s )

(2-26)

The maximum stray flux density in any coil configuration is

D -Jl po'Ar
Dsîray - n

where

tlo = permeability of free space (4n x 10-7 FVm)
AT = amp-turns of transformer

The amp-turns of the transformer for a simple two winding configuration is determined

by multiplying the number of turns in one winding with the rms current of that winding. This can

be applied to multiple windings in series by simply adding the turns together.

Figure 2-6 shows the amp-turn diagram for a simple two winding transformer. Beginning

with the winding that is nearest to the core, the inner diameter of the winding per-unit amp-turns

starts at zero. As the position progresses from the inner diameter of the first coil to the gap

between the two coils, the per-unit amp-turns increase to its maximum. The stray flux density in

t6



the gap between the two coils can be considered constant. Moving

of the second coil, the per-unit amp-turns decreases to zero.

from the gap to the other side

PU-AT = 0 PU-AT = I PU-AT = O

PU-AT - per-unit amp-turns

Figure 2-6: per-unit amp-turn diagram for a two winding confïguratÍon

The stray flux is given by the integation of the B,ou, multiplied by the area of the

windings and clearances between the windings. This formula can be extended to multiple

windings.

For w >= I the maximum ampturns is given by the sum

AT,,^ =Z*I*.N*.Idir,u ( 2-27 \

where
AT**
Idir*

Note that the winding in equation (2-27 ) is only summed if the current direction is positive. The

per-unit amp-turns is

Forw=0

= the maximum amp-furns for the transformer

= the cunent direction in the winding W (positive or negative 1)

t7



PUATo =g (2-28)

Forw>=1

PUAT. _PUAT'_r.I,.N*.Idir*
AT,,^

(2-2e )

where
PUAT* = the per-unit amp-turns at the given gap between windings

where w = I is the gap after the first winding

Instead of integrating the stray flux, the area can be considered the changing variable and

integrated using Simpson's rule. The effective aÍea is calculated by

Ag ,,ron = 2tt 2 Rg *-t - gap, . (f U ef *-r)' [*']' w=2

Ar,,,oy =T 
,f=l**-l'RB,,.f1ruor*-r)2 

+ P(JAT*-t'PUAT, +(PUAT,")t]trn'l (2-31)

where

= the total gap area [m2]
= the area within the windings tml
= the mean radius of the gaps [m]
= the mean radius of the windings [m]

8aP* = the gap clearance [m]

The stray and core flux are then given by

orr.oy = Brrro, (Agnro, + Awr,ror)

Q,rroy = Bror,' Aro*

The above equations neglect the fringing of the flux lines at the

Fringing reduces the coils' effective impedances and is accounted for by

Rogowski factor,

KnG =

(2-34)

R*xz -
where

= the

= the

given

AB.ouy

Awrt uy

Rg*
Rw*

( 2-30 )

(2-32)

( 2-33 )

ends of the coils.

using the simple

twbl

twbl

7t.

urrent flowing
urrent flowing

K1
R2

The final impedance is
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vorx =?:** ( 2-3s )

Genetic algorithms can be applied to a given problem in multiple ways. Sometimes the

genes are encoded in binary strings of 0s and ls. This approach facilitates crossovers and

mutations but requires encoding and decoding. Binary encoding requires that enough bits are used

to ensure proper precision is employed.

This thesis uses real-valued or continuous parameters, which enables floating point

precision. While the computation time to convert the solutions from binary to real-valued is

saved, real-valued solutions require more mathematical operations such as multiplication and

division which can increase computation time. The formulae used are quite simple and not many

operations are required.

To initialize each population member's gene, the following formula is used

g €ft i.,, = M inLimit,, + u . (MaxLimit,, - M inLimit,,) ( 2-36)

where

2.5 Genetic Algorithm Equations

I

n
Minl-imitn
Maxl-imit"
O(

= the population member to initialize
= the gene to initialize
= minimum allowed value for the gene n

= maximum allowed value for the gene n

= a random number between 0 and 1

Once the iteration/generation process commences, the current population member can

either mutate or produce an offspring with the best population member and two other random

other population members.

The mating process is given by

genNewln - genBest, * &.(genOtd, - genBest 
"). P

(2-37 )

( 2-38 )

(2-3e)

genNewT, = genln + a. (genL, - genln). B

genNewn - genNewln + a.(genNew2,, - genNerlr). P
where

= the gene to be changed from the best population membergenBestn

l9



Formulae (2-37 ) to (2-39 ) are modified versions of the traditional crossover or mating process.

Traditional mating involves a crossover in the chromosome at a random point. For example, if a

crossover point is chosen after the 3'd gene, two individual parents with 4 genes having values of

[I,45,87,34] and [5,66,99,20] would produce two offspring with [1,45,87,20] and 15,66,99,341.

Equations (2-37 ) to (2-39 ) are performed on only one gene at a time, while the rest of the genes

in the currently selected population member that may potentially be changed are held constant.

This enables searching the general region of the currently selected population member while

limiting sharp jumps out of the region. The constant p biases the child solution closer to one of

the parents. In the case of formula (2-37 ), B keeps the resulting gene closer to the best solution,

as seen in Figure 2-7.

Region of New Gene
Valuewithp=1.6

genOld"
genln
gen2n
p

Gene value for
first parent

= the gene to be changed of the population who may be replaced
= the gene to be changed of a random population member
= the gene to be changed of a random population member

= a constant factor of 0.75

Gene value for
second parent

Figure 2-7: Example of p effect on equations (2-37 ) to ( 2-39 )

This draws the new gene towards the best solution and ensures that the solution converges to the

current best solution. Two other random members are added to ensure that the solution is not

drawn to quickly to the best population members' gene and that more of the solution area is

considered. Figure 2-8 shows how equations ( 2-37 ) to ( 2-39 ) work together to produce an

offspring/child member.

Region of New Gene
with ß =0.75
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(c) Mating of Children for Final Offspring

Figure 2-8: Visual Example of Offspring Production

Figure 2-8 shows how the two children of the four population members mate to form the final

offspring to which the cunently selected population member will be compared.

Should a mutation instead of mating occur, then the currently selected population

members' gene will change by

genNew,, = genOld ,, . (l - mVariance * 2x mVariance x a) ( Z-40 )

Where
mVariance = Mutation Variance (maximum Vo change to gene)

Mutations allow for population members to leave local minima in the solution space.

The probability of mutation can be set to any desired percentage but is usually around 5 - l}Vo.

If the probability of a mutation is too high, convergence of the population may slow down, while

having it to low may not allow jumps out of local minima. An overly low mutation probability

would theoretically prevent the solution from converging to an absolute best solution.
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Chøpter 3: Progrømming

While the calculations needed to design the core and coils are relatively easy to perform,

many of them are required. Performing these calculations in a "normal" programming language

such as C or Visual Basic is confusing, and so an Excel spread sheet was developed to handle the

calculations for the core and coils in a concise and practical manner. Visual Basic is part of the

Excel package and can be used as a "normal" programming language to perform calculations ans

read from and write to Excel. This allows for an Excel program that is easy to use with Visual

Basic and which produces fast and more complex programming options.

3.1 User Interface and Inputs

The user inputs transformer design parameters into the Excel interface, called "TransOpt"

or Transformer Optimization. Figure 3-1 shows TransOpt's layout. User inputs are colour coded

to make TransOpt easy to use. Green is used for required input, blue for optional input and

purple for inputs that are written to by Visual Basic. The following is a brief list of user inputs.

Some inputs have different units other than those given in Chapter 2'., either the unit prefixes are

different or imperial units are used. Figure 3-2 shows the basic transformer data input section

and the increases in tank dimensions. Following is a brief description of the inputs.

Base MVA Usually the transformers' normal maximum throughput power
before forced cooling must be added. Up to and including this
MVA, only radiators will cool the unit

The maximum throughput power of the transformer. Fans are
usually required to cool down the unit when the throughput power
is between the base MVA and top MVA

Top MVA

vorx @ base MVA The transformer impedance at the base MVA rating

Frequency

Core type

The operational frequency of the transformer (60 Hz in North
America)

Core type number code, 1 to 5 (1 fortype I,2for type2...)
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Temperature Rise of Maximum allowed temperature rise of the top oil in the
oil transformer (usually 65 oC above ambient)

Temperature Rise of Average temperature rise of the windings (usually 85 oC above
copper ambient)

Stray kW/LVAR Stray losses generated in other metallic parts (usually
2.5 kWl\4VAR.)

NL $/Kw The cost per kW of No-Load or core loss to the customer

LL $/kW The cost per kW of Load Loss or I2R and stray loss to the customer

NI IZDK}J Excel In-Cell drop down list which allows user to pick between
using M4 or ZDKH core steel for the transformer optimization.

Oil Price for oil in $/lb.

CU Base Price Price for pure copper (no labour) g/lb.
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Markup

Height

Length

width

ph'ph

End clearance

1 plus the profit/risk margin
í.e. 40Va profit/risk gives 1 + 0.4 = 1.4 markup.

The total adder for the height of the tank from the top and bottom
of the yokes in inches.

The total adder to length of the tank from the ends of the coils or
return legs in inches.

The total adder to the width of the tank from the outer diameter of
the coils in inches.

The clearance between different phases in inches.

The total clearance from the top and bottoms of the windings to
the core yokes in inches.
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Outer Leg clr Clearance from phases to the return legs in inches. This only
applies to type 1,4 and 5 cores
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Figure 3-3: Winding Inputs and Genetic Algorithm Parameters

Each winding has design characteristics shown in Figure 3-3. The parameters for the

genetic algorithm code are also entered. Their description is listed below.

Voltage L-L

Connection

The line to line voltage of the winding in kV

The connection type of the winding (Wye or Delta)
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Vo turns The percentage of turns in the winding. Usually 1007o but for
tapping windings can less.

Vo cùrrent The percentage of the phase current through the winding. Usually
l00%o but auto transformers can be less.

+7o in stack Percentage of turns added if taps are in stack or in the same coil
and not a separate winding.

-Vo instack Percentage of turns that can be taken out of stack. Has no effect
on calculations but added for completeness of design.

Clearance Clearance of winding from previous winding or the core for
winding one in inches.

PU MVA The current direction in the winding. Usually 1 or -1 but can be
different for auto and windings with multiply layers.

Duplicate This feature was added to have windings that are identical to each
other. If the number in this cell is the same as another winding,
then the current densities will be made the same.

RB adder Increase in radial build in inches. This can be due to cooling ducts
in the middle of the radial build.

Vo stray The percentage of I2R losses in the winding that is added as stray
loss to the winding.

default sf The space factor used for the winding. Generally 0.50 - 0.6 if
continuously transposed cable is used and 0.5 - 0.4 if magnet wire
is used.

Default CU price The labour cost in $/lb to produce the conductor.

Population The number of solutions in the genetic algorithm

Generations The number of iterations the genetic algorithm is to complete
before ending.

Penalty factor The scaling factor used to apply a penalty to the evaluation price if
any limits are exceeded

Mutation Chance The percent chance that a mutation instead of mating will occur
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Mutation Variance The maximum percent change in the gene that occurs if a mutation
happens
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Figure 3-4: TransOpt Limit Input Section

The user also inputs all design limitations in the programs Limit Input section. These

include minimum and maximum limits detailed below.

v/T

EL

CD

B

Sound

The minimum and maximum limits for volts per turn to use in the
design.

The minimum and
coils in inches.

The minimum and
inches.

maximum limits for electrical length of the

maximum limits for the core diameter in

The minimum and maximum limits for the flux density of the core
in Tesla.

The maximum sound level in dB allowed with natural cooling.

3.2 Program Limits
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Wl to W6 The minimum and maximum limits for current densities in the

windings in A/in2.

Limits in TransOpt work by adding a penalty factor to the evaluation price. This penalty factor

can be added two different ways. If a design parameter is outside the defined limits, then the

penalty can just be simply added to the evaluation price. This is a simple way of implementing

the limit restrictions, that can create problems when population members do not converge to a

solution that meets all the restrictions

Minimum value outside
the solution area

\

Minimum value inside
the solution area

Gene is outside desired
solution area.
nenaltv factor added,

0.1 o.2 0.5

Gene

0.6 o.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 3-5: Simple Cost / Fitness Increase.

Figure 3-5 shows how this simple cost increase affects the evaluation price. Adding a penalty

factor can cause a minimum in an undesired solution area where a population member could

possibly converge. One way to reduce the chance of this occurring is to have a sloped penalty

factor, which increases the penalty factor added as the gene moves further away from the desired

solution region. The sloped penalty factor for maximum limits is given by

u,úrLo'
ÉÊ
Ìt

6o3
C)

1.0o.40.30.0
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pfstoped = penahyFar,o, '(9!!4!!!!l tt,
\ueneumtt )

Where
penaltyFactor = the penalty factor defined by the user [$]
GeneValue = the value of the Gene in question
Genelimit = the gene limit set by the user

(3-1)

For minimum limits the following formula applies

pfsloped = penaltyFarro, .( G'n'Li*i' )lorr*"* ) (3-2)

Equations ( 3-1 ) and (3-2 ) are applied to the evaluation cost only if the gene is outside the user

defined limits. Figure 3-6 shows the how the sloped penalty can remove the minima from outside

the solution region as shown in Figure 3-5.

_/

---

Gene Outside desired
solution area.
¡iloped renalty tactor

added.

Minimum is only
in solution area

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Gene

Figure 3-6: Sloped Cost / Fitness Increase.

For every limit that is exceeded, the penalty factor is added, so two different penalty

factors are added to the evaluation cost if two limits are exceeded. TransOpt also allows the user

ø
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I
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to add additional limits that may be required. This can be due to restrictions from the customer or

when more options are added to the program.

3.3 Gene Selection

When programming genetic algorithms, the total number of genes must be minimized to

reduce calculation time. The equations suggest that the parameters required as genes are volts per

turn, core diameter and the winding current densities. A simple two winding transformer has four

genes, and each additional winding increases the number of genes by one. TransOpt allows for

up to six windings, for a maximum of eight genes which covers 90Vo of transformers.

3.4 Visual Basic Programming

While the transformer calculations are computed in Excel, the genetic algorithm

equations and the population of solutions are all handled in Visual Basic. The programming flow

chart can be seen in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. The initial population is randomly generated with

gene values that are within the user specified limits. Once the genes are generated for a given

population member, the core diameter is checked to ensure that the core's flux density is between

the set limits. The core diameter is increased to lower the flux density to the maximum limit if

the core flux is too high. If the flux density is too low, the core diameter is decreased to increase

the flux density to the minimum limit. Once the genes have been generated, each population

member's impedance is calculated in a Visual Basic subfunction beginning with the maximum

electrical length. As the electrical length is decreased, the impedance increases until it is just

below the desired impedance. The population member's genes, electrical length and impedance

are then written to the Excel spreadsheet and the calculated evaluation cost is read and stored.

The population is stored in a two dimensional array which stores the values of each

population member's evaluation cost, volts per turn, core flux density, core diameter, electrical
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length and the winding current densities Wl to W6. The population member is also written to an

Excel list for convenient viewing.

Every time a population member is generated, it is compared to the current best solution

value. The better of these two is stored as the best solution. Once the initial population is

generated, the program then goes through the number of generations specified. Each generation

changes each population member and each of their genes. Therefore each generation goes

through a number of designs as,

NumDesigns / Gen = (NumPop +l)' NumGenes (3-3)

Where
NumDesigns/Gen = the number of fully calculated designs per generation
NumPop
NumGenes

= the number of population members

= the total number of genes per each population member

The (NumPop + 1) comes from the storage of the best solution in the population affay as a

distinct population member. Every gene will either be changed by the mating process or mutated

based on the probability entered in by the user. The electrical length is then calculated based on

the impedance, the resulting offspring is written to Excel, and the evaluation cost is read. ff the

child is better then parent, the parent is replaced by the offspring. If the parent is still better, then

it is kept and the offspring is discarded. The result is then compared to the best solution, with the

cheaper solution being stored. Once all the generations are completed the best solution is written

to Excel.

The only form of elitism in TransOpt is the storage of the best solution. This ensures that

the full solution region is searched and a region is not overlooked simply due to the existence of a

poor solution in that area.
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Figure 3-7: Computer Flow Chart for Population Generation
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Figure 3-8: Computer Flow Chart for Generations/Iterations
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3.5 SolutionConvergence

The user must know if a genetic algorithm converges despite convergence being difficult

to formally defîne. Evaluation price as a function of volts per turn is therefore plotted in Excel to

visually demonstrate whether or not convergence occurs and allow the user to determine whether

more generations or a Iarger population size are required

- -lE'txi

ll .: sqto$¡óes- \

Figure 3-9: Evaluation Price vs. Volts per Turn Chart

The plot shows the GA converging to a minimum evaluation price even though only a single gene

is plotted. A table of values of every gene and the evaluation price is given for each population

member as well.

lltl l^ll, <Ìt - -.9 - ,R- ¡:\ [ Ç'F.{l {r,
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Chøpter 4: Program Results

4.1. Program Error

Eighteen quotations were designed using TransOpt's results to evaluate its accuracy.

These quotes were then compared to actual design evaluation costs.

TransOot Desion

Ouoie Number MVA
LV Voltage

tkvt
HV Voltage

tkvl
Material
Price

Evaluation
Price

Material
Price

Evaluation

Price
Error

PçAYU4IUUA
PCAYO42BEB

PCAY04292
PCAYO4293D

PCAYO4293E

PCAYO4297A
PCAYO4297B

PCAYOSOOTE

PCAYO5OI]BA

PCAYOSOI]EB

PCAYOSOI 1A
PCAYOSOI 1 B

PCAY0501 1 C

PCAY05016
PCAYOSOlTA

PCAYO5OlTB
PCAYOsOl9A
PCAYBSOl 9B

ßnoD5' nfl1nt
195¡260ß52
40t53t67il75

60ß0t100il112
30/40/50
30/40/58
45t60t75

ßonûon50
150280250
6D/80//ì89.6

48/84/E0r€9.6
60t80t100il112

96/1 2Bl1 60

47183¡78

24ß0t40
50/86.6/83.3
50/66 6/83.4

12.47

12.47

117.875
34.5
34,5

24.94
34.94

25.2
34.5
34.5
13.8

13.8

13.8

34.5
24.94
24.94

34.5
34.5

230
aãn

23t
ttb
I t5
138
138

225
230
238

âo

69

69

230

138

138

230
3¿fi

g 122,978

$ 99,960

ï 443,172

v 221210
$ 283,014
$ 123,218

$ 123,041

û 220,481
$ 346,657

$ 560,491

$ 1 84,356
$ 1 80,443
fi 228,573

$ 245,945
$ 205,615
$ 1 30,606

$ 256,074
s 272.886

ï 322,644

ç 276,972
$ 875,593

$ 628,091

$ 792,U65

$ 328,605
v 327,822
$ 591 ,330
$ 346,657
$1,450,1 10

$ 184,356

$ 1 B0,443
g 228,573
g 577,718
$ 562,668
$ 346,935
fi 657,212
$ 684.776

$ 110,814
$ 99,105
$ 675,565

$ 228,266
g 253,792

$ 125 ,700
$ 1 28,633
$ 233,266
$ 423,058
$ 562,251

$ 204,364
$ 203 ,718
6 240,072
û 272,043
$ 1 97,557
$ 1 3B,783

$ 266,995
û 277.419

$ 339,255
fi 284,298
$ 1,080,908

$ 633,650

$ 853,149
s 327,528
g 326,627

$ 602,945

$ 423,U58

$ 1,468,072
$ 204,364

$ 203,718
û 24A,072
$ 589,1 06

$ 570,078
$ 350,471

$ 687,841

$ 708.618

4.9001

2.580/,

18.9901

0.8801

7l6a/,
-0.33%

-tr.370/,

1.930/,

18.0601

1.2201

9.790/,

11.430/,

4.7901

1.9301

1.3001

1.810i
4.4501

3.3601

Average Error: 5.17To

Figure 4-1: Comparison of TransOpt vs. Design

Figure 4-1 compares the predicted and actual material and evaluation costs. TransOpt's estimates

generally closely compare to the acfual design, with an average error of 5.17Vo. This average

enor means that TransOpt provides a sufficient starting point for design. However, the evaluation

price in some designs was higher than the calculated price by as much as 18.99%. The core

weight, copper weight, copper prices, no load losses and load losses in quote numbers

PCAY04297B, PCAY05008A, and PCAY05019A were compared to determine the reason for

these discrepancies. These quote numbers conespond to two cases of extreme error and one case

of excellent agreement.
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Quote
NL - $/KW
LL - $/KW

PCAYO5OOSA

Unspecified
Unspecified

TransOpt Desion Cost difference
NL [kw]
LL [kw]
Core Weight Ibs]

W1 - Current Density [A/inz]
W1 - CopperWeight [bs]
W1 - Cu Price/lb.

W2 - Current Density [A/in2]
W2 - Copper Weight [bs]
W2 - Cu Price/lb.

W3 - Current Density [A/in2]
W3 - Copper Weight lbsl
W3 - Cu Price/lb.

W4 - Current Density [A/in21
W4 - Copper Weight flbsl
W4 - Cu Price/lb.

82.14
360.47

1 1 8063

1997.3
12737.3

3.50

1999.4
10401.2

2.50

1974.8
1958.4

2.50

1992.1
2052.5

3.00

93.07
294.93
121897

'1600

16227.8
3.50

1 500
21195.7

2.68

1 500
3164.8

3.53

1 100
4047.9

3.30

$

$

$

$

5,582.30

17,103.47

43,122.10

8,786.10

10,080.85

$
$
$

Table 4-1: Comparison of TransOpt vs. Actual Design for PCAY05008A

Table 4-i shows that the price differential is primarily due to the added copper weight,

which in turn was caused by differences in current density. Since no evaluation was given on the

load losses, TransOpt calculated the lowest evaluation price with the maximum limits for current

density in all the windings, which was in this case 2000 A/in2. Unfortunately, TransOpt's

simulation requires a temperature rise and strain in the windings that are too high at the designed

current densities, so additional copper had to be used to pass stress calculations. In this case the

gradients were the primary determining factor, but experience has shown that problems generally

occur with TransOpt when no evaluation is given because of the lack of calculations taking the

winding's temperature and strain into account. The actual core is also heavier than simulated

because the lower current density increases both the core's leg centers and the electrical length

needed to obtain the desired impedance in the winding.
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Quote
NL - $/KW
LL - $/KW

PCAY04297B
$ 4,600

$ 1,060

TransOot Desíon Cost difference

NL [kw]
LL lkwl
Core Weight flbsl

W1 - Current Density ¡ffin2l
W1 - Copper Weight flbsl
W1 - Cu Prices/lbs.

W2 - Current Density [A/in2]
W2 - Copper Weight [bs]
W2 - Cu Prices/lbs.

20.9
102.47
39865

'1859.2

4483.8
3.50

1559.5
7627.8

2.50

21.99
91.37
39242

1 400
6169.7

$3.13

1 650
7412.7

$2.71

5,014.00
(11,766.00)

(e06.83)

$
$
$

5,058.36

1,446.33

Table 4'2: Comparison of TransOpt vs. Actual Design for PCAY04297B

Unusually, the evaluated price for PCAY04297B was actually lower than TransOpt's

estimation. The gradient in Winding 1 (W1) again dictated the lower current density, increasing

the copper weight. This is slightly offset by the price used in the program. Since an average price

is used for the cost of each winding, there is always a slight discrepancy between the prices. The

lower cost per pound in the W1 was offset by the higher cost per pound the W2.

The actual no load losses in this case are higher than TransOpt's predictions while the

weight is actually lower. This occurs because cooling ducts had to be added to prevent the core

temperature from rising too high, but TransOpt's space factors are only valid for a core with no

cooling ducts. The addition of cooling ducts reduces the core's weight but increases its flux

density, which produces higher losses. Fortunately, the core diameter usually remains optimized

even after ducts are added to the core, but a slight 5 to 10 mm increase in the core diameter is

sometimes required to reduce the flux density.

The load losses were substantially lower than calculated in TransOpt due to the lower

current density in Wi and the stray loss factor used. It is generally good design practice to keep

the eddy losses in any given winding below I}Vo. In this case, 10Vo was used for both windings.

Actual stray losses for each winding were 6.3Vo for Wl and 4.9Vo for V/2.
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Quote
NL - $/KW
LL - $/KW

PCAYO5OI9A
$ 3,38'1

$ 2,833

TransOpt Desiqn Cost difference

NL
LL
Core Weight

W1 - Current Density [A/in2]
W1 - Copper Weight [bs]
W1 - Cu Prices/lbs.

W2 - Current Density [A/in2]
W2 - Copper Weight flbsl
W2 - Cu Prices/lbs.

W3 - Current Density [A/in21
W3 - Copper Weight flbsl
W3 - Cu Prices/lbs.

43.45
89.73

72804

1985.2
1695.5

2.50

1094.9
10457.9

3.50

991.0
16705.8

2.50

46.67
92.86

71441

2000
1702.5

$2.63

1 100
10661 .3

$3.29

1025
16461.4

$ s.ts

10,872.38
8,863.75
(1,984.15)

239.05

(1,527.00)

10.088.69

$
$
$

Table 4-3: Comparison of TransOpt vs. Actual Design for PCAY05019A

This quote shares the same errors as the previous two quotes. Actual core weight is lower

than predicted because ducts were added to reduce the temperature rise of the core. At the same

time the core flux density increased which in turn increased the no load losses.

The estimated copper costs agreed fairly well with actual costs except for W3, which

used triple wire. This costs 1.5 times more than normal wire due to labour required to make it.

The I0.4Vo and 12.27o stray losses in W2 and W3 respectively were above tl'rc lÙVo

guideline. This, coupled with the slightly higher current densities, produced higher load loss.

4.2 Convergence Rates

An important consideration when using genetic algorithms involves determining the

number of generations and population sizes to use. The convergence to a solution can be

automated, but this is hard to define. To see how the pro$am converges with different population

sizes, it can be calculated to a constant number of generations. The best population size and the

number of generations required to generate a good solution can be estimated by plotting the best
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solution as a function of time. As an example, consider a simple two winding configuration.

Keeping everything constant with the limits set to

Limit Min Max

Volts per Turn 11J2 383.86

Electrical Length 10" t20"

Core Diameter 7.87" 4r.34"

B 1.0 trl 1.7 trl

Sound 0 90 dB

A/in2windingl to2 500 2000

A 1.8 GHz Pentium computer using Windows 2000 and 512 MB of RAM was used to plot

convergence as a function of time for population sizes of 10, 20, 40,60, and 80.

Evaluation Price vs. T¡me

$570,000

$560,000

_ $550,ooo
o
9 $s¿o,ooo
o(,

! $sso,ooo
.9

5 $szo,ooo
o

t¡J

$51o,ooo

$500,000

$490,000
3

Time [s]

Figure 4-2: Best Solutions Evaluation Price vs. Time

-o-Pop.10
-ø- Pop. 20

-*- Pop. 40

-x- Pop. 60

-l(- Pop. 80

--.- Pop. 100
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Figure 4-2 shows that small population sizes converge within 5 to 6 seconds but do not

reach the minimum evaluation price. However, the minimum solution converges faster as the

population size is increased due to the random probability of being near the minimum solution

point. However, the increase in population also results in entire population taking longer to

converge to this best solution and the program takes longer to calculate a full generation of

solutions. This increased population size also allows more randofiìness, which allows a larger

solution space to be searched. It is difficult to determine whether the program has reached the

best solution before the population converges to the best solution.

Convergence T¡me vs. Population Size

700

600

500

E 400
o,
Ei: 300

200

100

0

Poppulation Size

,/

J/'"----
0 100 200 300 400 500

Figure 4-3: Convergence Time vs. Population Size

TransOpt can be made to automatically stop once a predetermined convergence is

attained. Program termination occurs when the average price of all the solutions is within 0.5Vo of

the best solution. Figure 4-3 show that increasing the population size also increases the time for
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the population to converge to the best solution. This suggests a population size greater than 20 to

ensure convergence.

4.3 Mutation Effect on Convergence

TransOpt enables a preset percentage of the calculation time to be used for mutations.

The percentage and range of the mutations can be set by the user.

Convergence Time vs. Mutation Percentage
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+ vd.ilcutuv 1-t- tv /o
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\-_lÆ

Figure 4-4zEffectof Mutation on Convergence

Figure 4-4 plots the rate of mutation as a function of time required to converge with a population

of twenty members and a variance of +/- 10Vo, 20Vo and 50Vo. The convergence rates are roughly

similar for mutation rates between20Vo and 607o. The program's randomness makes it difficult to

tell exactly which mutation rate is the most effectíve. However, the convergence time increases if

the mutation probability is increased above 60Vo and or reduced below 20Vo. A GA without

mutations and a purely random search both converge very slowly.
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Chøpter 5: Future Work

After comparing TransOpt to actual designs it was found that the addition of a few extra

calculations would increase the programs performance. Implementation of core space factors for

cooling ducts would improve the core weight and no load loss calculation. This would also

involve adding a core gradient calculation to determine how many ducts would be required.

The most beneficial, and subsequently the most difficult to implement, would be wire

size calculations for each winding. However these calculations may greatly increase calculation

time but the trade off would allow for additional calculations such as winding gradients, stresses

and eddy losses. These additional calculations can be used to have further limits such winding

gradients or stresses which would limit the current density in the windings.

If feasible and if the optimization is affected greatly by labour and transportation cost,

tables could be added to take these values into account as well.
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Chøpter 6: Conclusion

A program was developed to optimize transformer design and provided a sufficient initial

starting point in all cases, with an average error of 5.l7%o. The rate of convergence increases

substantially when mutations are added with a 20Vo to 607o probability of occulrence.

TransOpt consistently underestimates the evaluation price due to the approximations used

for the winding space factors, eddy losses and the copper prices used. All three approximations

could be avoided if the wire sizes were calculated, but this is difficult to program due to the

number of possible combinations of wires and may substantially increase calculation time. The

program would ideally include an option that either automatically performs these calculations or

else prompts the user to enter values. The program could also be expanded to calculate the core's

space factors. Core temperature rises are calculated during the design to determine the number of

ducts required, but the progtam only has the space factors for no cooling ducts. This caused

inaccuracies in the core weight and no load losses. Adding the space factors for cooling ducts

would provide more accurate solutions.

Ël
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Appendix: Visual Basic Code

'To Do List
'sf of windings put = 0 if you want advanced calculation to find wire size

Option Base 0

Const mu = 0.000001256646
Const pi=3.14159265
Const metric =25.4 / 1000

Dim WriteVT
Dim WriteCD
DimWriteEL
Dim Writeimp
Dim WriteWr
Dim WriteWc
DimWriteimped
Dim ReadEval
DimNumWindings
Dim Elmin
DimElmax
Dim baseVT
Dim coretable
Dim corelookup
Dim freq
Dim updateScreen
Dim timel

'advance copper calculation
Dim UseAdvCuCal
Dim Widthlimits
DimThicklimits
Dim Axiallimits
Dim Radiallimits
Dim TperSeclimits
Dim NumStrandslimits

Dim sfAdvan
Dim CuPrice
Dim Width
Dim Thick
Dim Axial
Dim Radial
Dim TperSec
Dim NumStrands
Dim cuStartR
Dim cuStartC
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Private Sub ApplyBest-Click0
Call Macrol

End Sub

Private Sub ApplySF-Click0
Call Macro3

End Sub

Private Sub Optimize-Click0
ExcelV = Application.Version
Cells(1,5) = ExcelV
timel = Time

If UseOldBest.Value = False Then
Call MacroS

End If

If ScreenUpdate.Value = True Then
updateScreen = True

Else
updateScreen = False

End If
Application. ScreenUpdating = updateScreen
'SendKeys "To^{F9} ", True
'better one to use
Call Macro4'Application.Calculation = xlManual'xlCalculationManual

nilfl ilInIrilil [il ililill lllrlllllllllllltlllllll

'Setup variables locations
ReDim amps(6)
ReDim turns(6)
ReDim turnsMax(6)
ReDim sf(6)
ReDim CurrentDirection(6)
ReDim RBadder(6)
ReDim clearance(6)
ReDim Jmin(6)
ReDim Jmax(6)
ReDim duplicates(6)

datalookup = Range(Cells(1, 1))

WriteVT - Vlookup("VÆ", datalookup, 2, False)
WriteCD = Vlookup("Core", datalookup, 2, False)
WriteEL = Vlookup("El", dataT ookup, 2, False)
Writeimped = Vlookup("i%o", datal-ookup, 2, False)
WriteWr - Vlookup(" Nin2", datalookup, 2, False)

WriteWc - Vlookup(" Nin2", datalookup, 3, False)
ReadEval - Vlookup("Evaluation", datalookup, 2, False)
WritePopulation = Vlookup(" @ Population", datalookup, 2, False)

Writelteration = Vlookup("@ Iteration", datalookup, 2, False)
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coretable = Range(Vlookup("CoreTable", datalookup, 4, False))

corelookup = Range(Vlookup("Corelookup", datalookup, 2, False))

NumWindings = Range(Vlookup("#V/indings ", datalookup, 2, False))

baseVT = Range(WriteVT)
impdes = Range(Vlookup("ImpDes", datalookup, 2, False))

freq = Range(Vlookup("freq", datalookup, 2, False))

VTmin = Range(Vlookup("VÆmin", datalookup, 2, False))

VTmax = Range(Vlookup("VÆmax", datalookup, 2, False))

Elmin = Range(Vlookup("Elmin", dataloohp, 2, False))

Elmax = Range(Vlookup("Elmax", datalookup, 2, False))

CDmin = Range(Vlookup("CDmin", dataloolcup, 2, False))

CDmax = Range(Vlookup("CDmax", dataf ookup, 2, False))

Bmin = Range(Vlookup("Bmin", datalookup, 2, False))

Bmax = Range(Vlookup("Bmax", dataloohp, 2, False))

ForI=2To7
amps(I - 1) = Vlookup("amps", datalookup,I, False)

sf(I - 1) = Vlookup("sf", datalookup,I, False)

CurrentDirection(I - 1) = Vlookup("Current Direction", datalookup, I, False)

RBadder(I - 1) = Vlookup("RB adder", datalookup,I, False)

clearance(I - 1) = Vlookup("Clearance", datalookup,I, False)

turnsMax(I - 1) = Vlookup("maxturns", datalookup, I, False)

tums(I - 1) = Vlookup("turns", datalookup, I, False)

duplicates(I - l) = Vlookup("duplicate", datalookup,I, False)

Jmin(I - 1) = Vlookup("J - min", datalookup,I, False)

Jmax(I - 1) = Vlookup("J - max", datalookup,I, False)

Next I

population = Range(Vlookup("Population", datalookup, 2, False))

iterations = Range(Vlookup("iterations", datalookup, 2, False))

MutationChance = Range(Vlookup ( " Mutation Vo", datalookup, 2, False))

MutationVariance = Range(Vlookup("Mutation Variance", datalookup, 2, False))

StopPercentage = Range(Vlookup(" Stop Percentage", datalookup, 2, False))

poplistStartR = Vlookup("poplistStart", datalookup, 2, False)
poplistStartC = Vlookup("poplistStart", datalookup, 3, False)
poplistEndR = Vlookup("poplistEnd", datalookup, 2, False)

poplistEndC = Vlookup("poplistEnd", datalookup, 3, False)

'erase previous population
popRange = Vlookup("popRange", datalookup, 4, False)

Range(popRange) = ""

ililnIrilillll lrlr lllrrrlllll llllllll llll llllllllll lllllllll llllllllrill tlllll tlllll

'resize variables for advance Cu calculation'
'0 is min
'1 is max
'1 to 6 windings
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ReDim UseAdvCuCal(l, 6)

ReDim TperSeclimits(1, 6)

ReDim Numstrandslimit( 1, 6)

ReDim Axiallimits(1, 6)
ReDim Radiallimits(1, 6)
ReDim Widthlimits(l, 6)

ReDim Thicklimits(1, 6)

ReDim sfAdvan(population, 6)

ReDim CuPrice(population, 6)
ReDim Width(population, 6)
ReDim Thick(population, 6)

ReDim Axial(population, 6)
ReDim Radial(population, 6)

ReDim TperSec(population, 6)

ReDim Numstrands(population, 6)

Ill ilrIlllllrlrrlllrllllll lllll llllllll llllllllllllll lllllll lillll lltlllllllllirllrl lll

'get cu limits for advance calculation and set above values

'r"r'ir*r,
culimitsR - Vlookup("CU Limits", datalookup, 2, False)

culimitsC = Vlookup("CU Limits", datalookup, 3, False)

Forj=0To1
If j = 61¡"n

adder = 1

Else
adder =2

End If

ForI=1To6
NextR = 0
UseAdvCuCal0, D = Cells(culimitsR, culimitsC + I - 1)

NextR=NextR+adder
TperSeclimitsC, t) = Cells(culimitsR + NextR' culimitsC + I - 1)

NextR=NextR+2
Numstrandslimit(, f) = Cells(culimitsR + NextR, culimitsC + I - 1)

NextR=NextR+2
AxiallimitsC, f) = Cells(culimitsR + NextR, culimitsC + I - 1)

NextR=NextR+2
Radiallimits0, I) = Cells(culimitsR + NextR, culimitsC + I - 1)

NextR=NextR+2
Widthlimits(, I) = Cells(culimitsR + NextR, culimitsC + I - 1)

NextR=NextR+2
Thicklimits0, Ð = Cells(culimitsR + NextR, culimitsC + I - 1)

Next I
Next j

nililililtr

'get base sf
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Forj=0ToPoPulation
ForI=2To6

sfAdvan(, I - 1) = Vlookup("sf', datalookup,I, False)

Next I
Next j

I I il I I I I ll ll llll ll

'get base cu price
cuStartR = Vlookup("CLI Price", datalookup, 2, False)

cuStartC - Vlookup("ClJ Price", datalookup, 3, False)

Forj-0Topopulation
ForI=0To5

CuPrice(, I + 1) = Cells(cuStartR, custartc + I)
Next I

Next j

'check min and maxs

Call CheckMinMax(VTmax, VTmin)
Call CheckMinMax(Elmax, Elmin)
Call CheckMinMax(CDmax, CDmin)
Call CheckMinMax(Bmax, B min)

'Get absolute VTmin and VTmax and flip if user flipped them

sfCore = Vlookup(CDmax * 25.4, coretable, corelookup, True)
VTmaxCheck=2* pi/2 ^ 0.5 * freq * Bmax x (CDmax l2* metnc) n2x pi * sfCore

sfCore = Vlookup(CDmin * 25.4, coretable, corelookup, True)
VTminCheck=2* p\12^ 0.5 * freq * Bmin * (CDmin /2* metric)^24 pi

If VTmaxCheck < VTmin Then
VTmin = VTmaxCheck

End If

If VTminCheck > VTmax Then
VTmax = VTminCheck

End If

If VTmaxCheck < VTmax Then
VTmax = VTmaxCheck

End If

If VTminCheck > VTmin Then
VTmin = VTminCheck

End If

Range(Vlookup("VÆmax", dataT.ookup, 2, False)) = VTmax
Range(Vlookup("VÆmin", datalookup, 2, False)) = VTmin
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ReDim gen(population, 1 1)

gen(O,0)=10^40

'get Old BEST gen

Call getOldGen(duplicates, gen, 0, poplistStartR, poplistStartC)

Count = 0
ForI=5 To 11

If gen(O, t) > 0 Then
Count=Count+ 1

End If
Next I
If Count = NumWindings Then
Else

Forj-lToNumWindings
gen(0, j + 4) = Rnd0 * (Jmax0 - Jmin(l)) + Jmino
Call CheckDuplicate(duplicates, gen, 0, j + 4)

Next j
End If

imped = impedance(impdes, clearance, RBadder, turns, turnsMax, sf, CurrentDirection, amps,

gen,0)
Call GetEvaluation(gen, 0, imped)

9"rll,Yr,P,*o*ÎÍH:,Î;,9;,,P.1,11l:lf,Hl*:,,p,,,:pliststartc)

'Generate Population

If MultiplyVT.Value = True Then
DVT = (VTmax - VTmin) / (population - 1)

Forj-lTopopulation
gen(, 1) = ( - 1) * DVT + VTmin

Next j
End ff

Range(Writelteration) = 0

ForI=lTopopulation
Range(WritePopulation) = I
reStart:

If MultiplyVT.Value = False Then
gen(I, i) = RndO * (VTmax - VTmin) + VTmin

End If

gen(I, 3) = mround(((RndQ * (CDmax - CDmin) + CDmin) * 25.4),5) I 25.4

tt 
19,,,?l:,:',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,',,,,,,,, r,,,

'check Flux Density
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Call FluxCore(gen, f)

If gen(I, 2) > Bmax Then
gen(I, 3) = gen(I, 3) + 5 I 25.4

If gen(I, 3) > CDmax Then
GoTo reStart

Else
GoTo fixCore

End If
End If
If gen(I, 2) < Bmin Then

gen(I, 3) - gen(I, 3) - 5 125.4
If gen(I, 3) < CDmax Then

GoTo reStart
Else

GoTo fixCore
End If

-",1,1,,f",,,,,,t,, "rrrr 
rrrrrr.IIIIII I

Forj-lToNumWindings
gen(I, j + 4) =Rndg x (Jmax0 - Jmin(¡)) + Jmino
Call CheckDuplicate(duplicates, gen, I, j + 4)

Next j

imped = impedance(impdes, clearance, RBadder, turns, turnsMax, sf, CurrentDirection, amps,

gen, Ð
Call GetEvaluation(gen, I, imped)
Call WriteGen(gen, I, poplistStartR, popliststartc)
Call CheckBest(gen, I, poplistStartR, popliststartc)

Next I

"'wirte best solution for convergance test
Call Macro6
Call RConverg(gen, 0, 3, 1,0)

Ír-=,l,rr,,,t,,rr,,rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt'ttttttttt

'Iterations with crossovers and mutations
Range(Writelteration) = Q
Range(WritePopulation) = 0
ReDim genNew(O, 11)

If VTmax = VTmin Then
kStart = 2

Else
kStart = 1

End If
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If MultiplyVT.Value = True Then
kStart = 2
MutationChãÍrcc =2

End If

If population = 0 Then
MutationChãt7ce = 2

End If

ForI=lToiterations
Range(Writelteration) = I
Forj -0Topopulation

Range(WritePopulation) = j
For k = kstart To 4 + NumWindings

Ifk=2Then
Elselfk=4Then
Else

ForL=0To 11

genNew(O, L) = gen(, L)
Next L
Mutation = Rnd0

If Mutation > MutationChance Then
parentl = Int(Rnd0 * population)
parentz = In(RndQ * population)

varl = gen(O, k) + RndQ * (genú, k) - gen(O, k)) * 0.75
var2 = gen(parent2, k) + RndQ * (gen(parentl, k) - gen(parent2, k)) * 0.75

genNew(O, k) = varl + Rnd0 * (vat/ - varl)

'increased convergane with the code below
If RatioCoreToVT.Value = True Then

If k= l Then
genNew(O, 3) = gen(, 3) * (genNew(O, k) / gen(, 1)) ^ 0.5

End If
End ff

ffk=3Then
genNew(O, k) = mround(genNew(0, k)'+ 25.4,5) I 25.4

End If

Ifk>4Then
Call CheckDuplicate(duplicates, genNew, 0, k)

End If

Else
genNew(O, k) - gen(, k) * (i - MutationVariance + 2 * MutationVariance * Rnd0)

Ifk=3Then
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genNew(O, k) = mround(genNew(0, k) * 25'4,5) I 25'4

End If

Ifk>4Then
Call CheckDuplicate(duplicates, genNew, 0, k)

End ff
End If

imped = impedance(impdes, clearance, RBadder, turns, furnsMax, sf, CurrentDirection,

amps, genNew,0)
Call GetEvaluation(genNew, 0, imped)

If genNew(O, 0) < gen(j, 0) Then
ForL=0To 11

gen(, L) = genNew(O, L)
Next L

If gen(, 0) < gen(O, 0) Then
z=z+ I
Call RConverg(gen, i, z,l,f)

End If

Call WriteGen(gen, j, poplistStartR, popliststartc)
Catl CheckBest(gen, j, popliststartR, popliststartc)

End If
End ff

StopCheck = Stoplterations(gen, population)
If StopCheck < StopPercentage Then

GoTo OutOffIere
End If

Next k
Next j

Next I

9ll,"or,#,:*:.rrtttttrttrrrrrtrrrrrrtrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrr

'Apply best solution
i*p;.i = impedance(impdes, clearance, RBadder, turns, turnsMax, sf, CurrentDirection, amps,

gen,0)
Call GetEvaluation(gen, 0, imPed)

Call WriteGen(gen, 0, poplistStartR, popliststartc)

Application. ScreenUpdating = J¡us
Cãtt tvtacro5 'Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic'xlCalculationAutomatic
Call Macro2
Time2 = Time
Cells(l,2) = "Time to complete = " & DateDiff("s", timel, Time2) & " s"

Worksheets("Convergance" ).Cells( 1, 1 ) - DateDiff(" s ", time 1, Time2)
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Worksheets("Convergance").Cells(1, 3) = population
End Sub

Public Function impedance(impD, clear, clearAdder, tums, turnsMax, sf, CurrentDirection, amps,

gen, k)

ReDim RB(NumWindings)
ReDim Rw(NumWindings)
ReDim Rg(NumWindings)
ReDim PU(NumWindings)
ReDim t(NumWindings)
ReDim tmax(NumWindings)
step=0.5*metric
AT=0
r - gen(k, 3) l2* metric
coreflux - FluxCore(gen, k)
EL=Elmin*metric

Forj-lToNumWindings
tmax0 = turnsMax(i) / gen(k, 1) * baseVT
t0) = turns0) / gen(k, 1) * baseVT
If CurrentDirectionO > 0 Then

AT = AT + t0) * amps0 * CurrentDirectiono
End If

Next j

Findimp:
'Call getsf
Forj - l ToNumWindings

B(l) = tmaxfi) * amps0 / (gen(k, j + 4) l metric ^ 2) / sf(i) l EL +clearAdder0 * metric

Next j

Rw(l) = r + clear(1) * metric + RB(1) / 2
Forj-2ToNumWindings

Rw() =Rw0 - 1) + RB(i - I) l 2+ clear0 * metric + RBO/2
Next j

Rg(NumWindings) = Q
Forj - 1 To NumWindings - 1

Rg(l) = RwO + RB0) l2 + clear0 * metnc l2
Next j

PU(1) = amps(1) * (1) * CurrentDirection(1) / AT
Forj-2ToNumWindings

PU(t) = PU(J - 1) + amps0 * t(j) * CurrentDirection0 / AT
Next j

Area= RB(l) / 3 * Rw(1) * PU(l) ^ 2

Forj -2ToNumWindings
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Area = Area + Rgü - 1) * clear0 * metric * PU( - I) " 2
Area=Area+Rw(i) * I{Bû)/3 * (PU(i -I)"2 +PU( - 1) * PUC)+PUO ^2)

Next j

Area= Area*2*pi

b=mu*AT/EL'+2^0.5
flux=b*Area
u = EL / ((Rw(NumWindings) - Rw(l)) + RB(1) / 2 + RB(NumWindings) / 2)

Kr = Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(Abs(1 - 1 / u / pi), 0.8)

impedance = flux / coreflux * 100 * Kr

If EL < (Elmax + metric) Then
ff impedance > impD Then

EL=EL+step
GoTo Findimp

End If
End If

gen(k, 4) = EL / metric
End Function

Public Function FluxCore(gen, k)
sfCore = Vlookup(gen(k, 3) * 25.4, coretable, corelookup, True)
areaCore = sfCore * pi * (gen(k, 3) + metric I 2) ^ 2
gen(k,2) = gen(k, 1)/ (freq *2* pil2^0.5 * areaCore)

FluxCore - gen(k, 2) * areaCore

End Function

Public Sub GetEvaluation(gen, k, impedance)
Range(WriteVT) = gen(k, 1)

Range(WriteCD) = gen(k, 3)
Range(WriteEl) = gen(k, 4)
Range(Writeimped) = impedance
ForI=1To6

Cells(WriteWr, WriteWc + I - 1) = gen(k, I + 4)
Next I
Worksheets( "TransOpt").Calculate
gen(k, 0) = Range(ReadEval)

End Sub

Public Sub WriteGen(gen, parent, r, c)
Cells(r + parent, c) = parent
Forj -0To 11

Cells(r + parent, c + j + 1) = gen(parent, j)
Next j

End Sub
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Public Sub PlaceGen(gen, from, too)

ForI=0To 11

gen(too,I; - gen(from, I;
Next I

End Sub

Public Sub getOldGen(duplicates, gen, parent, r, c)
Forj - 0 To 4 + NumWindings

gen(parent, j) = Cells(r + parent, c + j + 1)

ffj > 4 Then
Call CheckDuplicate(duplicates, gen, 0, j)

End If
Next j

End Sub

Public Sub CheckBest(gen, I, poplistStartR, popliststartc)
If gen(I, 0) < gen(O, 0) Then

Call PlaceGen(gen, I, 0)
Call WriteGen(gen, 0, poplistStartR, poplistStartC)

End ff
End Sub

Public Sub CheckMinMax(Max, Min)
ffMin > Max Then

temp - Min
Min = Max
Max = temp

End If
End Sub

Public Function mround(num, multi)

num = round(num,0)
reman = num Mod multi
base=num-reman
If reman ¡= (multi l2)Then

mround=base+multi
Else

mround = base

End If
End Function

Public Function round(num, per)
round = Application.WorksheetFunction.round(num, per)

End Function

Public Function Vlookup(a, b, c, d)
Vlookup = Application.WorksheetFunction.Vlookup(a, b, c, d)

End Function
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Public Function CheckDuplicate(duplicates, gen, parent, gene)

check = duplicates(gene - 4)

Ifcheck>0Then
Density - gen(Parent, gene)

Forj - 1To NumWindings
If duplicates(i) = check Then

gen(Parent, j + 4) = DensitY
End ff

Next j
End If

End Function

Public Sub RConverg(gen, parent, r, c, generation)

Worksheets("Convergance").Cells(r, c) = parent

Forj =0To 11

Worksheets("Convergance").Cells(r, c + j + 1) = gen(parent' j)
Next j
Worksheets("Convergance").Cells(r, c + 11 + 1) - generation

Time3 = Time
worksheets("convergance")'cells(r, c + 12 + 1) = DateDiff("s"' timel' Time3)

Worksheets("Convergance").Cells(1, 2) = parent

End Sub

Public Function Stoplterations(gen, pop)

sumx = 0
ForI=lTopop

sumx = sumx + gen(I, 0) / pop

Next I
Stoplterations = sumx / gen(O, 0) - 1

End Function
Sub Macrol0

'Macrol Macro
'Macro recorded 8/912004 by Kristjan Markusson

Range("E31").Select
Range("14").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaRlC 1 = "=R[-1]C[ 1 3]"
Range("15").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C I = "=R[-2]C[16]"
Range("16").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaRlC 1 = "=R[-3]C[ 1 5] "

Range("17").Select

Range("23 :4E3 ").Select
Selection.Copy

Range("E31").Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks -

:=False, Transpose:=False
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Range("42").Select
Application.CutCopyMode = False

End Sub

Sub Macro2Q

'Macro2 Macro
'Macro recorded IIl5l2004 by Kristjan Markusson

Range("U3 :4E359").Select
selection.sort Keyl:=Range("U3"), Orderl:=xlAscending, Header:=xlGuess, -
OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False, Orientation:=xlTopToBottom, -
DataOption 1 :=xlSortNormal
Range("U2").Select
Application.CutCopyMode = False

End Sub

Sub Macro30

'Macro4 Macro
'Macro recorded 111212005 by Kristjan Markusson

I

Range("E92:J92").Select
Selection.Copy
Range("E36").Select
Seleõtion.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks -

:=False, Transpose:=False
Range("42").Select
Application.CutCoPYMode = False

End Sub
Sub Macro40

'Macro4 Macro
'Macro recorded IlI7l05by Ynz

I

With Application
.Calculation = xlManual
.MaxChange = 0.001

End With
ActiveWorkbook.PrecisionAsDisplayed = False

End Sub
Sub Macro50

'Macro6 Macro
' Macro recorded l/I7105 by ynz
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With Application
.Calculation = xlAutomatic
.MaxChange = 0.001

End With
ActiveWorkbook.PrecisionAsDisplayed = False

End Sub
Sub Macro60

'Macro6 Macro
' Macro recorded 31912005 by Kristjan Markusson

I

Sheets("Convergance"). Select

Range("43 :N1003 ").Select
Selection.ClearContents
Sheets("TransOpt"). Select

End Sub

Sub MacroSQ

'MacroS Macro
' Macro recorded 31912005 by Kristjan Markusson

Cells(3, 22) ="699"

End Sub
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